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Investigating Gesture Typing for Indirect Touch

ZHICAN YANG, CHUN YU, XIN YI∗, and YUANCHUN SHI†, Tsinghua University, China

With the development of ubiquitous computing, entering text on HMDs and smart TVs using handheld touchscreen devices
(e.g., smartphone and controller) is becoming more and more attractive. In these indirect touch scenarios, the touch input
surface is decoupled from the visual display. Compared with direct touch input, entering text using a keyboard in indirect
touch is more challenging because before the finger touch, no visual feedback is available for locating the touch finger. Aiming
at this problem, in this paper, we investigate the feasibility of gesture typing for indirect touch since keeping the finger in
touch with the screen during typing makes it possible to provide continuous visual feedback, which is beneficial for increasing
the input performance. We first examine users’ gesture typing ability in terms of the appropriate keyboard size and location
in motor space and then compare the typing performance in direct and indirect touch mode. We then propose an improved
design to address the uncertainty and inaccuracy of the first touch. Our evaluation result shows that users can quickly acquire
indirect gesture typing, and type 22.3 words per minute after 30 phases, which significantly outperforms previous numbers in
literature. Our work provides the empirical support for leveraging gesture typing for indirect touch.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the emerging of ubiquitous display and input surfaces, indirect touch (i.e., touch input on a
surface decoupled from the output display) is becoming a more and more common interaction scenario. For
example, users use a handheld controller to interact with smart TVs, head-mounted displays or smart glasses
(Fig. 1). Different from direct touch (e.g., smartphone touchscreens), users usually touch on the touchpad while
looking at a separate display.

Many basic interaction tasks have been studied in indirect touch scenarios (e.g., indirect pointing [13, 21, 58]
and indirect panning [38, 62]). To our knowledge, however, as one of the most important interaction tasks, indirect
touch typing, especially for the QWERTY keyboard, has received less attention and remained a challenge. The
major issue is that without looking at the touchpad, users cannot locate the keys accurately. For example, prior
studies have shown that in eyes-free mode, the accuracy of a user acquiring a 12.5mm target using a thumb was
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Fig. 1. Input devices with a touchpad. From left to right: 1. Samsung Gear VR; 2. HTC Vive; 3. Oculus Go; 4. Magic Leap One;
5. Panasonic N2QBYA000004; 6. Sony NSG-MR5U; 7. Sony Dualshock 4.

only 85% [57]. Also, to reach a 95% accuracy when using an index finger, the required minimum target size was
22.3mm [21]. In contrast, the key size of regular software keyboards on smartphones is much smaller (4∼8mm).
Gesture keyboard [29] is a widely used text entry technique on touchscreen devices [64, 65]. On a gesture

keyboard, users input a word by drawing a continuous path traversing the key centroids of all letters in that
word. Compared with tap typing, gesture typing has a greater potential for indirect touch for three reasons: 1)
gesture typing allows users to perform the gesture with approximate shape, which is robust to input noise and
encourages users to draw gestures more quickly especially for long words; 2) during drawing a gesture, users can
receive continuous visual path feedback from the display and adjust the behavior in real-time, and the displayed
path will make them feel more confident on moving fingers; 3) based on a study in the wild [43], gesture typing
was faster than tap typing and favored by many users over time.

In this paper, we iteratively conducted three user studies to investigate the feasibility of gesture typing for
indirect touch. In Study 1, we tested users’ typing performance and preferences on different shapes of QWERTY
keyboards. In Study 2, we compared users’ typing behaviors when performing direct and indirect gesture typing
using a Wizard-of-Oz approach. Based on the result, we proposed a design called G-Keyboard, which features in a
fixed starting point to account for the inaccuracy of the first touch point, while keeping the other components of
gesture typing unchanged to facilitate learning. In Study 3, we evaluated the effectiveness of G-Keyboard with
two kinds of word-selection interactions, and compared it with a traditional gesture typing approach.
The contribution of this paper is two-folded:
• We systematically investigated gesture typing for indirect touch. Our findings provided an understanding
of users’ gesture typing behavior on indirect touch and empirically demonstrated that gesture typing is a
practical and promising option for indirect touch. We also offered design implications for the keyboard
shape.

• We propose G-Keyboard, whose interaction design accommodates the first touch imprecision, and is
compatible with existed gesture decoders.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Indirect Touch Interaction
So far, researchers have studied indirect touch interaction and experience in various scenarios (e.g., state switch-
ing [39, 40, 55, 56] and latency [16]). However, none has studied the task of gesture typing.
As the input and display surfaces are decoupled in indirect touch scenarios, many researchers focused on

studying the effect of different input and display sizes and aspect ratios. Palleis and Hussmann [38] found that
spatial separation of touch input and visual display does not influence users’ spatial memory in 2D panning tasks,
and a smaller input surface increased navigation efficiency. Similarly, Gilliot et al. [21] reported that the display
scale does not affect users’ target selection accuracy, but small device size and similar aspect ratios between input
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and output increase the result. These results indicated that indirect touch could be effective on small-sized input
surfaces, and the target areas on the input and the display should keep the same aspect ratio.
Schmidt et al. [47] examined users’ performance in pointing and dragging tasks in indirect touch scenarios,

and found that keeping users’ fingers in contact with the input surface can increase their performance. This
inspired us that gesture typing may be suitable for text entry in indirect touch scenarios, as drawing gestures
allows the user to keep their fingers in contact with the touchscreen, and provides continuous visual feedback.

2.2 Indirect Text Entry Techniques
For indirect text entry, researchers have focused on using buttons [7, 8] or touchscreens [2, 33, 51]. Baljko and
Tam [7] investigated indirect text entry using one or two keys; the performance was only 4.0 Words Per Minute
(WPM). Barrero et al. [8] found that for smart TVs, using the arrow and OK keys on a controller to input text
could achieve 7.2 WPM.

For text entry on a touchscreen, Lu et al. [33] utilized a touchscreen instead of buttons to implement the TV text
entry method [8], and the input speed reached 7.6 WPM. Tinwala and MacKenzie [51] leveraged Unistrokes [22]
and word-level correction to support eyes-free input on a touchscreen device and achieved 10 WPM. Ahn et
al. [2] evaluated performance of typing on a smartwatch for glasses. The text entry rate reached 9.08 WPM with
SwipeBoard and 10.24 WPM with HoldBoard.

To achieve higher performance, Lu et al. [33] explored eyes-free text entry wherein a user taps on a touchpad
and receives text feedback on a second output screen. The entry rate was 17∼23 WPM. Note that due to the
eyes-free setting, in their work, the height of the keys on the general keyboard was 2.6 times of the width, much
higher than a regular software keyboard. Proper keyboard shape for indirect gesture typing may share a similar
aspect ratio.

2.3 Gesture Keyboard Techniques
Gesture Keyboards (GKs) were first introduced by Zhai and Kristensson [28, 29, 63]. Instead of tapping individual
keys, GKs enable users to write a continuous gesture which traces all letters in the intended word on a keyboard.
Nowadays, GKs have been widely used on various scenarios (e.g., smartphones [14, 64, 65], smartwatches [24],
tablets [10], and HMDs [60]). Typically, users could type at 20∼25 WPM. After extensive training, the speed could
reach 39 WPM [43].
Researchers have also adapted the algorithm [10], interaction [4, 5, 31] and layout [11, 48] of GKs. Bimanual

Gesture Keyboard [10] supports bimanual gesture typing on tablets on a split keyboard. The mean entry rates
were 26 WPM (finger-release) and 21 WPM (space-required). Kristensson et al. [31] proposed a command selection
method for pen-based GK by considering the starting point of the gesture. Alvina et al. extended the semantics of
gestures for complex commands [4] and rich output [5]. Smith et al. [48] and Bi et al. [11] optimized keyboard
layouts for gesture typing by proposing evaluation metrics like gesture clarity and gesture speed.
In recent works, Zhu et al. [67] dynamically adjusted the keyboard location based on the instantaneous and

historical input gestures to support eyes-free gesture typing via a touch-enabled remote control and finally
achieved 23 WPM. Compared with our work, they investigated a similar typing problem but with different
approaches (invisible vs. indirect touch).

To solve the obscure hand problem of pen-based GKs, Kristensson [28] proposed to project a phantom keyboard
above the software keyboard. Although it is also an indirect gesture input technique, the displayed keyboard lies
close to the input region in the same plane. Therefore, users could still see the display and the input area at the
same time, which is different from our scenario.

Vulture [36] displayed an always-on cursor to enable gesture typing in mid-air. However, this cannot be applied
to our scenario, as the location of the finger cannot be traced until it touches the screen.
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Fig. 2. An example of obtaining keyboard shape from a contour (Left). The results of all users (Right). The mean result is
displayed in red and bold.

3 USER STUDY 1: DETERMINING KEYBOARD SHAPE
In this study, we determine the suitable keyboard shape in motor space through two phases. Meanwhile, we aim
to investigate users’ ability of gesture typing for indirect touch.

3.1 Phase 1: Determining Motor Space Shape
In the first step, we carried out a study to determine the shape of motor space that participants felt comfortable
interacting with. We used a Mi 2 smartphone with a 4.3" touchscreen as the input surface, which received highest
subjective ratings among four touchscreen sizes (3.5", 4.3", 5.1", and 5.7") from a pilot study. 14 participants (4
females, aged from 18 to 34, all right-handed) took part in the study. In practice, we asked them to perform
imaginary indirect gesture typing using the mobile as the input device while looking at a separate computer
monitor (with nothing displayed on both screens). Then in the study, they drew the contour of her/his imaginary
QWERTY keyboard that they felt comfortable typing with [42]. Each participant drew five times with their right
thumbs.

We calculated bounding boxes from these contours and removed points too far away from the centroid (10%).
The one-key aspect ratio of the mean result of all users is 1:2.91 (Fig. 2), much taller than that of a software
keyboard on smartphones (1:1∼1:1.5). This finding is similar to the typing patterns in eyes-free typing [33, 54? ]
and on an invisible keyboard [66]. We speculate the reason to be the kinematic characteristics of human thumbs.
The physical comfort zone for a thumb on the touchscreen is close to an oval with similar spans in the X-axis and
the Y-axis [61].

3.2 Phase 2: Evaluating Keyboard Shape
In this phase, we tested whether the keyboard shape obtained from Phase 1 is suitable for gesture typing. We asked
participants to perform indirect touch gesture typing using keyboards with varying shapes and measured their
typing performance and preferences. To test users’ typing behavior under ideal condition, we used aWizard-of-Oz
design that always displays the correct output [6, 18, 33, 66, 67]. This ensures that the users did not learn or adapt
from any decoding algorithms.

3.2.1 Participants. We recruited 18 subjects (6 females) from the campus, aged from 20 to 25. All subjects were
right-handed. From a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire, the average self-reported familiarity with the QWERTY
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Fig. 3. The experimental setting of Phase 2.

Fig. 4. Experiment platforms in Phase 2. During typing, the keyboard on the phone is invisible.

keyboard was 4.1 (from "1 - Poor" to "5 - Excellent"). Their average previous experience with a gesture keyboard
was 2.6; six subjects were familiar with it (rating > 3). Each participant was compensated for $30.

3.2.2 Apparatus. We used the same input device as in Phase 1. The phone dimensions were 126.0 × 62.0 × 10.2
mm, with resolution of 1280 × 720 and weight 152g. The display device was a 23.8-inch commercial monitor. The
two devices were connected by a wireless network. The experimental system was implemented in Unity.

3.2.3 Tasks. Fig. 3 shows the experimental setting. A user performs gesture typing with her thumb on the
touchscreen and her eye attention on the monitor. During typing, the position of the touch point on the Wizard-
of-Oz keyboard was mapped to the cursor on the display; we also rendered the trail in real time. Participants
were asked to enter target words one by one, with the current word highlighted in red (Fig. 4). To ensure that
they did not leverage the display of the smartphone, we made the keyboard on the touchscreen invisible. This
creates a similar environment as in VR, or when the touchpad has no display function (Fig. 1).

3.2.4 Experiment Design and Procedure. We tested six keyboard shapes on the input device: 2 one-key Ratio (1:3
and 1:1) × 3 Size (0.75x, 1.0x and 1.25x). We set the 1:3 & 1.0x shape using the one obtained from Phase 1. The
height and width of a 0.75x/1.25x keyboard are 0.75/1.25 times of a 1.0x keyboard. Under the same Size, a 1:3
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keyboard is as wide as a 1:1 keyboard, but three times as high. Note that the keyboard on the touchscreen and
the keyboard shown on the display shared the same Ratio [21], while Size only affects the input touchscreen.

We used a 2×3 within-subjects study design. The two independent variables were one-key Ratio and Size. The
orders of the six keyboards were counterbalanced across participants using Latin square. For each keyboard
shape, participants first familiarize themselves with the keyboard by practicing for about two minutes. They then
type 10 phrases, eight randomly sampled from the MacKenzie and Soukoreff phrase set [35] and two pangrams.
Participants were instructed to type naturally. Users were asked to redo the phrase if they found any mistakes. A
short break was enforced between different keyboard shapes. The experiment lasted for 70∼90 minutes. After the
experiment, we collected users’ subjective feedback using a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire.

3.3 Phase 2 Results
We collected a total of 1,080 transcribed phrases (18 participants × 6 shapes × 10 phrases), corresponding to 6,264
word-gesture pairs.

3.3.1 Gesture Time. We calculated gesture time as the time interval between touch down and touch up. Table 1
shows the mean gesture times for a single word. Generally, bigger size and a 1:3 aspect ratio lead to shorter
gesture time, with 1:3 & 1.0x being the fastest. The bigger the keyboard size was, the more careless users could be
when drawing gestures, but the longer gesture need to be drawn. Since 1:3 & 1.0x is the fastest, it keeps a good
trade-off between gesture length and user’s mental effort. A repeated measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) found
significant effects of Size (F2,34 = 4.95, p < .05, η2p = .23) and Ratio (F1,17 = 12.9, p < .005, η2p = .43) on gesture time,
where η2p is the partial eta squared (explained in Appendix A). Dividing gesture time by number of letters leads
to similar results (see numbers in parenthesis in Table 1), where Size (F2,34 = 10.9, p < .0005, η2p = .39) and Ratio
(F1,17 = 15.0, p < .005, η2p = .47) were also significant effects.

Table 1. Mean gesture time (divided by word length) of each word in Phase 2.

Ratio
Size 0.75x 1.0x 1.25x

1:1 2.47s (0.60s) 2.21s (0.54s) 2.19s (0.54s)
1:3 2.18s (0.53s) 2.01s (0.48s) 2.06s (0.50s)

3.3.2 Simulated Accuracy. We implemented a linear matching word-gesture recognition algorithm [29] to get an
insight into users’ input accuracy [5, 36]. Both the input pattern p and the template t of each word are resampled
into N = 32 equidistant points [48]. The distance between p and t is defined as

dist(p, t) =
N∑
i=1

∥pi − ti ∥2 ·
1
N

(1)

A shorter distance means higher similarity between p and t . We used a dictionary with top 10,000 frequently used
words derived from the American National Corpus [1] which could cover over 90% of written English texts [37],
the algorithm predicts the target words in the order of shortest distance.

Fig. 5 shows the results. Top-X means the target word is within the top X candidates. To keep consistent with
subsequent experiments (Section 6.1.2), we used Top-1, Top-5, and Top-13 to illustrate accuracy: Top-5 means
Top-1 plus 4 candidates that can be accessed directly; Top-13 means Top-1 plus all 12 candidates.

The accuracy of 1:3 keyboards was significantly higher than 1:1 keyboards (Top-1: F1,17 = 65.5, p < .0001, η2p
= .79; Top-5: F1,17 = 184, p < .0001, η2p = .92; Top-13: F1,17 = 86.6, p < .0001, η2p = .84). The accuracy difference
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Fig. 5. Simulated accuracy of linear matching in Phase 2. Error bar indicates one standard deviation.

Fig. 6. Subjective ratings over six keyboard shapes in Phase 2. Circles show the average scores.

between 1:3 & 1.0x and 1:3 & 0.75x was significant (e.g., Top-1: F1,17 = 6.57, p < .05, η2p = .28), while the difference
between 1:3 & 1.0x and 1:3 & 1.25x was not (Top-1: F1,17 = 0.126, n.s., η2p = .007). It indicates that 1:3 & 1.0x
provides sufficient resolution for gesture typing.

3.3.3 Subjective Ratings. Fig. 6 shows the subjective ratings of participants. Users considered the induced fatigue
of all six keyboards to be acceptable (M = 3.43, SD = 1.11) and were willing to use all the keyboards except
the smallest 1:1 one (Mean Preference = 3.58, SD = 0.84). We observed a significant effect of Size on Perceived
Speed (χ 2(2, N=36) = 8.15, p < .05), Perceived Accuracy (χ 2 = 43.91, p < .001), and Preference (χ 2 = 12.79, p <
.005) according to a Friedman test. The results showed that just 25% of changes to the input area could lead to a
significant difference. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed significant effects of Ratio on Perceived Speed (Z =
-3.42, p < .001, r = .47), Perceived Accuracy (Z = -5.30, p < .0001, r = .72), Fatigue (Z = -2.05, p < .05, r = .28), and
Preference (Z = -4.38, p < .0001, r = .60), where r is the correlation coefficient (explained in Appendix A). Users
preferred a 1:3 keyboard over a 1:1 keyboard, and 1:3 & 1.0x received highest score in each dimension.

3.3.4 Summary. Among six keyboard shapes, 1:3 & 1.0x performed best in terms of gesture time, accuracy, and
subjective evaluation. Therefore, we considered 1:3 & 1.0x as an appropriate keyboard shape of the input area
and used it in the subsequent experiments. The corresponding keyboard (32×29 mm) is compatible with current
input devices (e.g., the diameter of an HTC Vive controller’s touchpad is 42 mm). Moreover, the simulated Top-1
accuracy was 55%. Consider that only the simplest decoder and no frequency data in the language model was
used, the result proved the potential of gesture typing for indirect touch.
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Fig. 7. The experiment platform in Study 2. (Left) is for direct usage; (Right) is for indirect usage.

4 USER STUDY 2: UNDERSTANDING INDIRECT GESTURE TYPING BEHAVIOR
Study 1 has shown the potential of gesture typing in indirect touch scenarios. In this section, we conducted a
second study to further understand the typing behavior of indirect gesture typing using the optimal keyboard
shape. Specifically, we have two goals: 1) collect more data on indirect gesture typing to reveal more behavioral
details; 2) investigate the difference between gesture typing in direct and indirect usage.

4.1 Experiment Setup
We designed a Wizard-of-Oz study similar to Study 1 to observe participants’ gesture typing behavior in direct
and indirect conditions, respectively. In indirect condition, the setup was the same as Study 1. In direct condition,
the experiment platform was displayed on the phone touchscreen, as shown in Fig. 7 (Left). Users drew gestures
directly with their eyes focusing on the touchscreen. A same 1:3 & 1.0x keyboard was used on the touchscreen
for both conditions.

4.1.1 Participants and Tasks. 14 subjects (5 females) from the campus, aged from 20 to 26 participated in this
experiment. All subjects were right-handed. The average familiarity with the QWERTY keyboard was 3.9 (from
"1 - Poor" to "5 - Excellent"). Their average previous experience with a gesture keyboard was 2.1; three subjects
were familiar with it (rating > 3). Each participant was compensated for $20. The experiment tasks and apparatus
were the same as in Study 1.

4.1.2 Experiment Design and Procedure. We used a single-factor, within-subjects design, with two kinds of
gesture keyboard (direct v.s. indirect) being the only factor. Participants completed two sessions of gesture typing
tasks, each corresponding to one kind of gesture keyboard. The order of the two sessions was counterbalanced.
Each session is consisted of 4 blocks, with 10 phrases in each block (8 from the MacKenzie and Soukoreff
phrase sets [35], 2 pangrams). Users were asked to redo the phrase if they found any mistakes. After each block,
participants put the phone down and took a short break. The experiment lasted for 45∼60 minutes.

4.2 Results
We collected a total of 1,120 transcribed phrases (14 participants × 2 conditions × 4 blocks × 10 phrases),
corresponding to 6,258 word-gesture pairs.
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Fig. 8. Scatter plots and 95% confidence ellipses of gesture starting/end touch points in direct and indirect usage.

4.2.1 Precision of Start/End Touch. Fig. 8 shows the distributions of gesture starting/end touch points for each
key. We removed points that were more than three times standard deviation away from the centroid in either X
or Y dimension (1.79%).

For gesture starting points, in direct condition, the mean standard deviations (in one-key widths) across keys
were 0.404 (x direction) and 0.461 (y direction) respectively. In comparison, the corresponding values in indirect
condition were 0.961 and 0.959, which were 2.38 and 2.08 times as those in the direct condition, respectively. The
differences were significant in both dimentions (x: F1,13 = 181, p < .0001, η2p = .93; y: F1,13 = 155, p < .0001, η2p =
.92). The difference corresponding to end points are much smaller: the mean standard deviations were 0.604 and
0.567 for direct, 0.634 and 0.632 for indirect, respectively.

In the indirect condition, the large size of spread corresponding to starting points confirmed the low precision
of eyes-free touch input. In contrast, with the help of the visual feedback of the cursor, users could adjust the
gesture during typing, which led to relatively precise end points. This is confirmed by the similar standard
deviations of end points in direct and indirect conditions.
At the beginning of each gesture, users usually drew the gesture towards the first key to compensate for the

first-touch-offset. As illustrated in Fig. 9 (Left), a user intends to enter the word "one", while the starting point
lands close to "I". The user moves the cursor toward the intended key "O" before continuing to the next letter.
Based on our observation and user interview, whether to adopt this strategy depends on the degree of imprecision
of the first touch.

Fig. 9. An example of the inaccurate first touch and the typing strategy when typing "one" (Left). Linear matching (Middle)
and elastic matching (Right) of two patterns.
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4.2.2 Simulated Accuracy. Fig. 9 (Middle) illustrates the mapping result of the linear matching algorithm [29].
Due to the large offset of the starting point and the compensation strategy, the mapping usually suffers from a
global shift of the two point sequences, which cannot be compensated by reassigning the weight of different
points [29, 36, 60].
To address this problem, we used an elastic pattern matching algorithm [28–30, 63], also known as Dynamic

TimeWarping (DTW). It is a widely used algorithm for measuring similarity between two temporal sequences [32],
which enables many-to-many sequential mapping, allowing a certain elasticity in matching [29, 50, 63]. The
distance between the input pattern p and the template t is calculated by a dynamic programming procedure:

D(i, j) =
pi − tj


2 +min [D(i − 1, j),D(i, j − 1),D(i − 1, j − 1)] (2)

where D(0, 0) = 0. D(N ,N ) corresponds to the distance between the two sequences. Fig. 9 (Right) illustrates the
matching result. Compared with linear matching, elastic matching is robust to both global and local shifts and
gives intuitive distance measurements [46]. Using elastic matching instead of linear matching, the simulated
Top-1 accuracy are increased from 45.52% to 51.44% for indirect, from 65.32% to 68.64% for direct. Indirect usage
yielded greater improvement, which coincides with the “imprecise starting point problem” shown in Fig. 9. Thus,
we chose elastic matching for demonstrating the feasibility of indirect touch gesture typing.

In addition, the simulation accuracy of linear matching in Study 2 was lower than that of Study 1 (Fig. 5).
We speculate that there are two reasons: 1) The participants in Study 2 had less experience with gesture typing
than those in Study 1 (average rating: 2.1 vs. 2.6); 2) The different design of studies may affect user behaviors.
Compared with Study 1, in Study 2, participants also performed typing tasks in direct typing condition, which
may encourage them to relax more in the indirect condition.

We then employed a model decoder derived from the Bayes’ rule [19]. The score of a wordW given an input
gesture I is computed as

B(W |I ) = L(W ) − γS(W |I ) (3)
where L(W ) is the negative logarithm of the word probability ofW from the language model. S(W |I ) is the spatial
score computed using the elastic matching algorithm. γ is the spatial model weight. We simulated the accuracy
using three different language models (dictionary, unigram, and bigram), as showed in Fig. 10. The goal is to
analyze the effect of different language models and input modalities. All the three models use a 10,000-word
lexicon. The dictionary model only uses the spatial score, i.e., L(W ) = 0. The unigram language model contains
the frequencies of words from the American National Corpus [1]. The bigram language model uses the top one
million bigram frequency data from the Google Web 1T 5-gram database [12], and a Katz’s back-off model [27]
was used for smoothing. The simulated Top-1 accuracies with the bigram model were 84.30% (SD = 5.98) for
direct, 77.69% (SD = 6.46) for indirect. The corresponding values were 96.72% (SD = 3.54) and 93.54% (SD = 3.33)
for Top-5, 97.98% (SD = 2.84) and 96.78% (SD = 1.65) for Top-13.

4.2.3 Gesture Speed. Fig. 11 shows the speed curve during a gesture in direct and indirect conditions. The two
conditions yield a similar gesture speed characteristic: slower at the start and end of the drawing, faster in the
middle. We speculate that this is due to users pay more visual attention to the beginning and ending points
than the rest of the locations [29]. The mean gesture speed for indirect (9.50 key width/s) was 62.13% of that for
direct (15.29 key width/s). We attribute this to the fact that users have to mentally couple the motor space and
the displayed keyboard in indirect condition, which is difficult according to the principle of stimulus-response
compatibility [26, 41].

4.2.4 Preparation Time. We counted the time interval between consecutive gestures as preparation time. The
mean preparation time in indirect condition (M = 0.73s, SD = 0.29) was significantly (F1,13 = 10.2, p < .01, η2p = .44)
shorter than that in direct condition (M = 0.94s, SD = 0.51). We see three potential explanations: 1) users’ expected
starting point precision for the two conditions is different (Fig. 8); 2) in indirect condition, users only leverage
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Fig. 10. Simulated accuracy of elastic matching in Study 2. Error bar indicates one standard deviation.

Fig. 11. Average gesture speed over a gesture’s drawing period.

muscle memory to type, faster than a search-then-locate process in direct condition; 3) fat-finger problem may
also affect preparation time in direct condition.

4.2.5 Phrase Time. We measured phrase time as the sum of preparation time and gesture time of each phrase.
Compared with the direct condition, indirect condition yield shorter prepare time but at the cost of slower gesture
speed. In total, the mean times of each phrase were 11.12s (SD = 3.83) for direct, 14.39s (SD = 4.36) for indirect,
i.e., about 30% more than the direct case. According to this result, we could approximately estimate the input
speed of indirect gesture typing, which is potentially acceptable compared with the direct condition.

5 COMPENSATING FOR THE IMPRECISE FIRST TOUCH
As mentioned above, due to the lack of visual feedback, the imprecision of the first touch is the major challenge
for indirect touch gesture typing. An intuitive and straightforward way to eliminate this location uncertainty is
constraining each gesture to begin at a specific location. The cursor always starts from a fixed point no matter
where the first touch lands on the touchscreen. The template gesture of each word prepends the fixed point,
e.g., assume the fixed point is "X", then the template of "the" is a path for "Xthe". It excludes the uncertainties of
starting points, but inevitably increases gestures’ length and similarity. Therefore, we determine the appropriate
fixed point carefully through several stages, as described in the sections below.
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5.1 Gesture Length
We first focus on the increased gesture length. For a fixed starting point s on the keyboard, the increased gesture
length can be calculated as

IncreasedLength(s) =
∑

key=a..z

poss − poskey

2
· fkey (4)

where poss and poskey are the positions of s and letter key, respectively. fkey is the sum of word frequency whose
first letter is key. Fig. 12 (Left) shows the result. The starting point with shortest increased gesture length is
between the letter G, T and F, and the increased prefix length is 20.4% of the usual gestures of 10,000 words,
weighted with frequency.

Fig. 12. Increased gesture length (%) and gesture clarity (key width) taking each key as the starting point.

5.2 Gesture Clarity
Fixing the template of each word to start from a same point would also decrease the gesture distinctness, as the
decoder is not able to distinguish the original word pattern and the additional prefix. For example, if the starting
point is set as the letter T, then the gesture templates of some word pairs will become more similar ("tap" vs. "so")
or even identical ("the" vs. "he", "your" vs. "or"). We used the gesture clarity metric [48] to quantitatively evaluate
it, which is the mean distance between each word and its nearest neighbor:

Clarity =
∑
w ∈L

fwdw ,

where dw = min
x ∈L−{w }

dist(w,x) and
∑
w ∈L

fw = 1. (5)

L is a 10,000-word lexicon, fw is the frequency of wordw , and dw is the distance betweenw and its nearest
neighbor. A smaller gesture clarity value indicates that the word patterns are more difficult to be distinguished
from each other. Fig. 12 (Right) shows the result. Taking the letter G as the fixed starting point results in the
highest gesture clarity with 0.476 key widths, which is quite acceptable compared with the gesture clarity of no
fixed point, 0.543 key widths. Consistent with [48], we applied linear matching to compute distance in Fig. 12.
Using elastic matching results in similar results, and the letter G also has the highest gesture clarity (Fig. 18 in
Appendix B).
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Fig. 13. Absolute and G-Keyboard.

5.3 Improving the Design of Gesture Keyboard: G-Keyboard
The letter G performs well in terms of both gesture length metric and gesture clarity metric. Furthermore, "G" is
located at the very center of the QWERTY keyboard, so it also has the advantage for interaction design. Therefore,
we set the starting point at "G". The cursor on the display is initialized to "G" and reset automatically after
finishing every gesture. During typing, the gesture always starts from "G" no matter where the user touches on
the touchscreen; the cursor then moves according to users’ touch point location relative to the starting point. We
name this design G-keyboard, comparing to the Absolute technique used in previous studies. Fig. 13 shows the
difference between Absolute and G-Keyboard.
In G-Keyboard, the letter G serves as an imposed spatial reference. We speculate that it will make users

spontaneously start drawing gesture in the middle of the input screen, leaving enough space to go to any side
of the keyboards. In case the starting touch point lies too close to the phone edge, we designed an interaction:
keeping touching the edge of the surface will keep the cursor moving in the previous direction.

6 USER STUDY 3: EVALUATING GESTURE TYPING FOR INDIRECT TOUCH
In this section, we conducted a study to evaluate users’ typing performance in indirect gesture typing using a real
keyboard technique. Meanwhile, we are interested in comparing the performance and preferences of G-Keyboard
and Absolute, as this represents the trade-off between the accuracy of starting points and gesture length/clarity.

6.1 Experiment Setup
6.1.1 Apparatus. Fig. 14 shows the experimental setting. The display device was a 50-inch commercial TV. The
input device was the 4.3" phone, the same as the previous two studies. Participants sat on a chair 1.5∼2.5 meters
away from the TV. The setting was closer to distal interaction scenarios.

6.1.2 Tasks and Design. We used a 2×2 mixed factorial design with a within-subjects factorTechnique (Absolute
vs. G-Keyboard) and a between-subjects factor Selection (Pie and List ).

During the study, participants completed phrase transcription tasks usingAbsolute andG-Keyboard respectively.
Participants were instructed to "type accurately and quickly". Both Techniques used the elastic matching algorithm
and a bigram language model to predict words.

To facilitate the word-selection process, we also designed different word selection interactions. Fig. 15 shows
two Selection methods used in the study. Pie is a 2-step process: when a gesture finishes, a pie menu appears
with the cursor at the center (Fig. 15(a)). Users can flick right to select the first candidate (Top-1), flick left to
cancel the word selection, or flick to the other directions to select the other four candidates (Fig. 15(b)). Users
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Fig. 14. The experimental setting of Study 3.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 15. Two word-selection methods used in Study 3: Pie and List . (a) After drawing a word-gesture, a pie menu appears
with the cursor at the center. Releasing the cursor in the circle inside the pie menu will replace the candidates while always
keeping the first candidate (Top-1) on the right (see (a) and (b)). (b) Flicking in one of the six directions to select/cancel a
word. (c) The first candidate (Top-1) was automatically typed. (d) Dwelling on any candidate to browse more candidates.

can release the cursor in the circle inside the pie menu to browse more candidates, which would replace the
other four candidates while always keeping the first candidate on the right (Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b)). We provide
up to three groups of candidates, resulting in a maximum of 3 × 4 + 1 = 13 candidates. Simply touching the
touchscreen without dragging can also switch the candidates, as the cursor is initially inside the circle already.
Pie is a common selection technique that fits well with the interaction design of G-Keyboard: they both start from
the center of the keyboard ("G").
Since Pie may favor G-Keyboard, we involved another Selection method: List, to negate the effect of word-

selection methods while comparing G-Keyboard and Absolute. List is the default word-selection method in most
software keyboards. The first candidate automatically appears in the text block, and the candidate list shows
Top-2 to Top-5 candidate words (Fig. 15(c)). If the user dwells on any candidate (400 ms), the list will expand to a
3×4 panel (Fig. 15(d)), resulting in up to 13 candidate words. The user can release the cursor on any candidate to
select it. For both Pie and List , users can flick left to cancel/delete a word, flick right to confirm a word/phrase.
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We adopt Selection as a between-subjects factor to avoid the learning effect of gesture drawing between
word-selection methods, which can maximize the validity of the measured performance of each Technique. For
each Techinque, participants completed 4 blocks of tasks, each with 10 phrases randomly sampled from the
MacKenzie and Soukoreff phrase sets [35]. The order of Techniques was counterbalanced. Before the formal
study, participants performed a practice session for two minutes. Participants put the phone down and took a
short break after each block. The experiment lasted for 50∼70 minutes. After the experiment, we collected users’
subjective feedback using a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire.

6.1.3 Participants. We recruited 24 subjects (7 females) from the campus, aged from 20 to 27. All subjects were
right-handed. The average self-reported familiarity with the QWERTY keyboard was 4.3 (from "1 - Poor" to "5 -
Excellent"). The average rating of gesture keyboard skill was 2.8; 8 subjects were familiar with it (rating > 3). 12
subjects used Pie , 12 used List , balanced with their skills of QWERTY keyboard (∆M < 0.1) and gesture keyboard
(∆M < 0.2). Each participant was compensated for $20.

6.2 Results
6.2.1 Entry Rate. For each phrase, text entry rate was measured in Words Per Minute (WPM), with the for-
mula [43]:

WPM =
|T | − 1

S
· 60 ·

1
5

(6)

where |T | is the length of the transcribed string, S is the total time in seconds.
Fig. 16 shows the input speed by Technique and Selection. G-Keyboard was significantly faster than Absolute

(F1,22 = 7.19, p < .05, η2p = .25). The corresponding entry rate of G-Keyboard & List reached 22.3 WPM after 30
phases, which significantly outperforms previous indirect text entry in literature [2, 7, 8, 51].

Fig. 16. Text entry rates over blocks in Study 3. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals of the mean.

RM-ANOVA showed significant effects of Block on text entry rates of all 2×2 conditions. For Absolute , the
entry rates of List and Pie both raised about 3.1 WPM through the study. For G-Keyboard, Pie outperformed
List at the first block, but its learning rate (1.7 WPM) was slower than List (3.3 WPM). It shows that Pie has
higher pick-up usability, while List has higher potential performance for expert users. Participants with previous
gesture keyboard skills (rating > 3) typed from 28.9 WPM to 31.7 WPM with G-Keyboard & Pie. Since the entry
rate of the first block was fairly high, it seems that users could easily transfer their gesture typing experiences to
indirect use. The numbers of Absolute & Pie were 21.9 WPM to 26.9 WPM, still much higher than the average
entry rate of all users.
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6.2.2 Accuracy. For both Pie and List, Top-5 means Top-1 plus 4 candidates can access directly; Top-13 means
Top-1 plus all 12 candidates. As shown in Table 2, the accuracies of G-Keyboard were significantly higher than
Absolute on Top-1 (F1,22 = 35.1, p < .0001, η2p = .61), Top-5 (F1,22 = 46.6, p < .0001, η2p = .68), and Top-13 (F1,22 =
26.1, p < .0001, η2p = .54). The results showed that G-Keyboard deals with the homing problem efficiently. The first
touch precision played a greater role on accuracy than reduced gesture clarity.

Table 2. The mean (SD) accuracies (%) of Study 3.

Top-1 Top-5 Top-13
List Pie List Pie List Pie

Absolute 69.66
(11.12)

69.21
(6.27)

87.89
(7.31)

87.81
(4.81)

92.89
(5.56)

93.50
(3.46)

G-Keyboard 76.05
(6.48)

76.88
(6.36)

91.74
(4.66)

93.98
(2.96)

95.92
(2.87)

97.09
(1.77)

The accuracy of Absolute was lower than the simulated accuracy of Study 2 (Fig. 10) for two reasons: 1) the
mean gesture speed was 11.96 key width/s, 26% faster than that of Study 2. It showed that users were satisfied
with the accuracy and tended to perform more quickly; 2) users could redo one phrase if they make any mistakes
in Study 2.

6.2.3 Errors. The average (SD) word-level uncorrected error rates were 0.41% (0.40) for Abs & List, 0.23% (0.31)
for Abs & Pie, 0.27% (0.41) for G-K & List, and 0.08% (0.18) for G-K & Pie (Abs and G-K are Absolute and G-Keyboard
for short). All conditions have a low error rate, and RM-ANOVA showed no significant effects of Technique and
Selection on uncorrected error rate.
To understand how often users corrected their mistakes to achieve such a low error rate, we measured the

word-level ratio of corrected interactions as follows:

Ratio =
Ncancel + Ndelete

WordsCount(T )
(7)

where Ncancel and Ndelete is the number of canceling candidate selection and the number of deleting a word in
one phrase, and WordsCount(T ) is the number of words in transcribed string T .
The mean (SD) corrected interaction ratios were 19.56% (15.61) for Abs & List, 12.90% (7.54) for Abs & Pie,

10.91% (6.63) for G-K & List, and 7.06% (4.85) for G-K & Pie. Take G-K & List as an example, users used corrected
interaction (either cancel or delete) approximately once every 10 words. The ratio of Absolute was significantly
higher than that of G-Keyboard (F1,22 = 19.1, p < .0005, η2p = .46), which matches their accuracy difference (Table 2).
The ratios of List were also higher than those of Pie in both conditions, but the differences were not significant
(F1,22 = 2.20, n.s., η2p = .09).

6.2.4 Interactions. To further understand how users interactedwith eachTechnique and Selection, we categorized
user behaviors into five types: "Gesture", "Prepare", "Select", "Cancel", and "Delete" (Table 3).
"Gesture" represents the time of drawing gestures. At the start of drawing, the mean gesture speed of G-

Keyboard (14.3 key width/s) was 1.64 times as that ofAbsolute (8.7 key width/s). Hence, though the gesture length
of G-Keyboard is longer (21%), the time difference of "Gesture" was not significant.

"Prepare" is the time interval between the last action and the start of the next word gesture. Since there is no
need to locate the first letter for G-Keyboard, its "Prepare" time was significantly shorter than that of Absolute .
This advantage offsets the loss of "Gesture" time (Table 3: Total). Pie was also much faster than List on "Prepare"
(F1,22 = 11.8, p < .005, η2p = .35).
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Table 3. The mean time of actions in Study 3 (Abs = Absolute, G-K = G-Keyboard).

Abs G-K RM-ANOVA
F1,11 p η2p

Gesture List 1.73s 1.76s 0.04 .852 .004
Pie 1.61s 1.84s 2.76 .125 .201

Prepare List 0.95s 0.82s 7.07 .022* .391
Pie 0.62s 0.51s 10.85 .007* .497

Total List 2.68s 2.58s 0.39 .547 .034
Pie 2.23s 2.35s 0.62 .447 .053
(a) Compared by Technique (Abs vs. G-K)

List Pie RM-ANOVA
F1,22 p η2p

Select Abs 1.92s 1.15s 50.27

<.0001*

.696
G-K 1.76s 1.00s 32.30 .595

Cancel Abs 4.74s 2.29s 40.18 .646
G-K 4.17s 1.93s 45.74 .675

Delete Abs 1.46s 1.07s 3.22 .089 .128
G-K 1.54s 1.45s 0.11 .739 .005
(b) Compared by Selection (List vs. Pie)

Fig. 17. Subjective ratings of Study 3. Circles show the average scores.

For candidate selection, if the user selects a candidate, the time is counted as "Select"; if the user cancels the
selection, it is counted as "Cancel". Because Pie follows a gesture-then-pie 2-step process, there always exists
a "Select" or "Cancel" after each "Gesture". For List , "Select" spent much more time but could be skipped if the
first candidate was correct (Top-1). "Cancel" means the user expanded the candidate bar but did not select any
candidates. The "Cancel" time was also significantly longer than that of Pie . Due to this time difference, users
tended to delete the word directly when the target word was not in the candidate bar (Top-5). The number of
"Delete" without expanding the bar was 412. In contrast, the number of "Cancel" without switching the candidates
for Pie was 327 (about 20% less).

6.2.5 Subjective Ratings. Fig. 17 shows the subjective ratings. As a user reported: "an input method must be
easy to use", users consistently preferred G-Keyboard due to less mental effort and higher accuracy. A Wilcoxon
signed-rank test showed significant effects of Technique on Perceived Speed (Z = -2.13, p < .05, r = .44), Perceived
Accuracy (Z = -3.27, p < .0005, r = .67), and Preference (Z = -2.75, p < .005, r = .56). In addition, users preferred
Pie than List , but the difference was not significant.
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6.2.6 Summary. We evaluated two techniques and two candidate selection methods of indirect touch gesture
typing in this study. To conclude, G-Keyboard: faster entry speed, higher accuracy, and higher user preference;
Absolute : less gesture length and less gesture similarity. List : higher learning rate and performance potential due
to the auto-typed first candidate; Pie: easy to use, faster word selection and cancellation.

7 LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
We now summarize some limitations of this paper, which we also see as opportunities for future work.

First, in our studies, we only used the keyboard shapemergedwith all participants. In this regard, personalization
of keyboards may further improve the performance for users with various thumb lengths. Data from left-handed
users should also be helpful. Meanwhile, advanced language models [19, 23] and decoders [3, 53] could also
benefit the accuracy. To conclude, our results serve as a demonstration that gesture typing for indirect touch is
practical. The upper bound of performance is worth researching with a future longitudinal study.
Second, in our studies, we only used a smartphone to simulate a touchpad. Though the keyboard (32mm ×

29mm) is compatible with many current input devices, it is worthwhile to explore the typing behavior on input
surfaces with more varying form factors [17, 21]. Also, many remote controllers have less touch resolution than
a mobile touchscreen, which may affect the recognition precision and leave a challenge for sensing technique
and decoding algorithm [34, 59]. Furthermore, it is attractive to validate our design in more scenarios (e.g., VR
and AR) and with more indirect input devices (e.g., trackball and joystick).

In this paper, we designed G-Keyboard to address the imprecision of the first touch point. Alternatively, recent
sensing techniques (e.g., Pre-Touch [25] and Force Touch [9]) may also provide solutions to improve this situation.
Haptic landmarks on touchscreen [20] may further enhance the performance of G-Keyboard. Although they
require more configuration on the input device, it is interesting to explore their potentials on this task.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we iteratively conducted three user studies to investigate gesture typing for indirect touch. In Study
1, we tested users’ typing performance on different shapes of Wizard-of-Oz keyboards. We found that a 32 ×
29mm keyboard with 1:3 one-key ratio is optimal. In Study 2, we found that compared with gesture typing for
direct touch, indirect gesture typing yield similar precision on end points, but much worse precision on starting
points. Aimed at this problem, we proposed G-Keyboard, which assumes that gestures always start from the key
"G". Evaluation study showed that G-Keyboard reached over 22 WPM, which outperformed Absolute in terms of
entry rate, accuracy, and user preferences. Our findings demonstrated the feasibility of gesture typing for indirect
touch and provided design implications for indirect gesture keyboard such as keyboard shape and word-selection
method.
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A EFFECT SIZE
In this paper, we reported effect sizes along with p values to illustrate both the substantive significance (effect size)
and statistical significance (p value) in quantitative studies [49]. Specifically, the partial eta squared (η2p ) and the
correlation coefficient (r ) [45] were reported for RM-ANOVA and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test respectively [52].
The formulas are presented below:

η2p =
SSeffect

SSeffect + SSerror
(8)

where SSeffect is the sum of squares for the effect and SSerror is the sum squared errors.

r =
Z
√
n

(9)

where n is the total number of observations on which Z is based.
The thresholds for interpreting effect size [15] are summarized as follows (Table 4):

Table 4. Thresholds for interpreting effect size.

Test Relevant
effect size

Effect size threshold
Small Medium Large Very large

Repeat measures ANOVA η2p .0099 .0588 .1379 /
Wilcoxon signed-rank test r .10 .30 .50 .70 [44]

B GESTURE CLARITY

Fig. 18. Gesture clarity (key width) taking each key as the starting point. (Left) is calculated using linear matching; (Right) is
calculated using elastic matching. The letter G has the highest gesture clarity for both matching algorithms.
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